NIPA’s PUBLISHING PROCESS
The idea of writing a book creeps in your intellect mind and the same is communicated to us.
We discuss the idea in detail and together we give it a shape of concept and you submit contents
and synopsis of the work to our editorial team for consideration.
Considering other books in the market together we work out some improvements which only lead
to better sales and acceptability among the desired markets

.

Terms and conditions are offered to you considering the sales proposition of the work.
On your accepting the terms and conditions we sign an author publisher agreement and the work
starts at your end, with regular updates of the work and the same is forwarded to our potential
buyers.
The manuscript is submitted to us within the agreed time frame in soft cover (CD) and hard copy
to us and the work of composing and page setting is been done at our end.
After the work of composing is done we send you the (original hard copy sent by you + the
composed proof) for reading and marking necessary corrections.
After the corrections are marked at your end, you send both (the original work sent by you and
the one composed by us, duly marked) for carrying out the corrections at our end
Corrections are carried out and if required by you the same is again sent for reading at your end
only to bring the work in an error free mode.
After all the corrections are carried, the work is sent for printing and cover is designing is
initiated with the sample covers being mailed to you for your suggestions and approvals.
Once approved, we send the same to press.
Book is published and your well deserved copies are sent you by your chosen mode.
Book is released in the trade with information been sent to all the possible clients.

